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Nowadays, lots of Interest Training Agencies come into being in society. These 
training agencies provide a well environment for learning and practice, and aim at 
nourishing the students’ interest. Most teachers in the training agencies have lots of 
experience in the domain. The training courses are primarily for teenagers, but anyone 
who wants to develop his or her interest can take the course. But these training 
agencies encounter some problem in promotion. First, their ways of promotion are 
relatively traditional and disperse. Second, the customer gets the information about 
the training course only from the training agencies, they often doubt about the truth of 
the information. 
By designing and implementing the Training Class Appraisal System, to provide 
a uniform and open promotion platform for the training agencies. The customers who 
had taken the class can appraise the training class. With the platform, all the 
promotion can be put online and the information is centralized to some extent. With 
the appraising, customers can get more information; with the searching, customers 
can find the appropriate training class for them among large amounts of others. 
This system is implemented Using PHP script language and MySQL database 
management system. The systems include the following function: user information 
management, training class information management, appraising information 
management; training class category management and advertisement management. 
This paper analyses the system requirements in detail and do the system design in 
coarseness and detail. Finally, we test the system strictly to ensure it works fine. 
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本论文研究基于 PHP 和 MySQL 的兴趣班点评系统的设计与实现。采用 B/S
（Browser/Server）架构，服务器端程序采用 PHP 脚本语言编写，数据库管理系
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